
Campus Collection

Everything needed to improve productivity and comfort in an academic 
environment, the Campus Collection is tailored to educational applications. 
Heartwood has provided industry-leading quality products, made in B.C. 
Canada for the office and education industry for over 37 years.
Explore what Heartwood has to offer!
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Dorm Room Furniture - 700 Series

Personal Desks

Heartwood’s dorm room furniture has been around for years. Available in all standard 

Heartwood finishes, this series features the same commercial grade, quality construction 

that has become synonymous with other Heartwood furniture. Our furniture is stylishly 

built, well priced and backed by our limited lifetime warranty program!

From the classic 388 Series small single pedestal personal desk to Levels Series open 

concept, modern workstations, Heartwood can provide a student desk tailored for any 

project design. Finish choices, design options and compatibility among components make 

Heartwood a natural choice when planning educational environments. 
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Study Carrels

Training Room Tables

The quintessential student 

desk is the study carrel. 

Ideal for common rooms, 

study halls or libraries, 

Heartwood’s study carrels 

come with a variety of 

options and are completely 

customizable. 

Flip-top training tables, shared community tables, mobile tables and whiteboard 

tables are just some of the options available when planning a training room. 

Complement a room design with conference room furniture including audio/video 

cabinets, mobile carts or lecterns. Achieve form and function in an aesthetically 

pleasing training environment.
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Task Tables
Heartwood has several table options available. When planning a common room, 

cafeteria or waiting room, take into consideration the numerous metal leg designs and 

customizable tops available at Heartwood. Choose from bar height, desk height or coffee 

table designs. High-pressure laminate, contrasting banding and whiteboard are just some 

of the design elements available.
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Bullet or Wedge Trestle Tables

Lockers

Shared Community Tables

Bullet and bullet wedge trestle tables are 

designed to be collaborative tables. Featuring 

a default center back grommet and full-height 

modesty panels to hide wires, these tables 

are also the perfect partner for add-on power 

grommets, making power or charging easily 

accessible. 3/4 height or 1/2 height modesties are 

optional and this stand-alone table is also available 

in a trestle base cube design (shown). Standard 

heights include desk height and bar height.

Heartwood has a comprehensive selection 

of personal storage lockers in a variety of 

configurations & sizes. Add-on options include 

digital locks, number plates and locker vents. 

When security, storage or both are needed, 388 

Series lockers have you covered.

Like trestle tables, shared community 

tables are just as their name indicates, 

collaborative tables. Featuring a half-

height centred modesty panel with 1” tops 

and gables, this table is a sturdy, versatile 

option in community spaces. These tables 

are compatible with desktop privacy panels, 

quickly adding privacy to shared space.
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Curved Bookcase

Storage

Our popular curved bookcases bring storage 

designs to the next level! These stylish bookcases 

work great as a room divider, come in both single-

sided and double-sided options and are also 

available as mobile units. The unique curve design 

also complements Heartwood’s curved standard 

and waterfall desks.

Similar to lockers, Heartwood has all 

sizes and configurations of tall storage 

and wardrobe storage. Whether it’s for 

personal storage in dorm rooms or public 

storage in common rooms, there is a style 

and configuration right for any project.

Bookcases & Shelves
Heartwood has a full range of bookcases, display 

cases and shelving units. Whatever your storage 

needs we have a solution! Combine cabinet storage 

with upper shelves for cafeteria storage or mail 

sort storage for common rooms. Change up the 

design with Aluminium Glazed Doors, two-tone 

laminates or contrasting banding.
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Seating

Privacy Panels

With the numerous seating choices available at 

Heartwood, something is available for every project. 

• Stacking chairs

• Task chairs

• Guests chairs

Explore the seating 

options available 

in our well-priced 

Jupiter Seating Series.

Mobile Pedestals & Storage Benches

Even shared public space needs privacy and this 

can be achieved with desktop privacy panels/

dividers. Add just a little bit of division of space in 

common rooms or study halls. The simple addition 

of a privacy panel can transform one large table 

into two independent spaces.

In a small space, storage is always an issue. 388 Series 

storage benches with an optional cushion or mobile pedestals 

are great storage options for small dorm room spaces. 

Both options can be used as additional seating and mobile 

pedestals can be moved out of the way.  They are available 

in all standard Heartwood laminates and cushions come in a 

variety of fabrics and finishes, cushions are sold separately.



Accessories
Heartwood has a full range of furniture accessories 

to improve the functionality of educational spaces. 

• Increase workspace on a small desk space by 
adding a keyboard tray to a desk

• Add power or device charging to a common area 
with a power grommet

• Contain wires with wire management options

... and so much more
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limited lifetime warranty

LIFETIME

LIMITED 

WARRANTY

eco story made in canada
Heartwood Manufacturing Ltd. is pleased to offer  

a limited lifetime warranty on all laminate products. 
This warranty guarantees all products to be free from 

defects in materials and workmanship. 

Heartwood is committed to supplying office furniture 
products in an environmentally responsible manner. 
We are proud to partner with like-minded corporate 
citizens who align environmental stewardship with 

their company’s core values and goals. 

Heartwood is proudly Canadian. Located in  
beautiful Kelowna, British Columbia, Heartwood 

is committed to the highest standards of furniture 
manufacturing and employee safety. 


